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Abstract— This paper describes a modeling method that
enables generation of a 3D shape model for movable parts of
furniture and home appliances. Furniture such as refrigerators,
shelves, and cabinets were targeted in this research. The
proposed method is based on the tracking of 3D surfaces
extracted from depth images captured by a 3D range camera.
Both exterior and interior sides of an articulated part can be
modeled as a 3D mesh model; moreover, the position of an
articulated link can be estimated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots working in everyday environments should have

various types of abilities with respect to recognition, planning

and manipulation, because people perform many possible

daily tasks that can be performed by autonomous machines.

This paper describes an automated object modeling method,

that targets furniture and home appliance with articulated

structures.

A simple and conventional way to provide object knowl-

edge to robots working in everyday environments is to use

approximated geometrical representation. In the past several

decades, research studies have applied manually constructed

geometric models that integrate surface color, texture, and

articulated link [4], [6], [7], [9], [11], [13], [17]. This

approach enables implementation of robust recognition and

manipulation processes, however, manual model definition

remains a problem. We have developed an assistive robot,

the human support robot [3], to assist people in everyday

activities and improve quality of life. We have also manually

created a 3D geometric model of target objects and have used

it to facilitate object detection and pose estimation; however,

manual modeling was a burdensome task.

The purpose of this study was to construct a modeling

method that targets furniture and home appliances, which

often have articulated structures. For example, we targeted

a refrigerator, as shown in Fig.1, because refrigerators have

doors that must be opened. A robot must have a model of

both sides of the door because the front side is required

to detect the refrigerator from the surrounding environment.

After opening the door, a model of the other side is required

to search the storage space for an object. In this study, we

aim to achieve automatic geometric modeling. The primary

aim of this modeling method is 3D reconstructions of entire

circumference shape of movable parts along an articulated

link.
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Fig. 1. Refrigerator door handled by an operator.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section II introduces related work and our approach. Sections

III and IV explain the proposed method, and surface tracking

and shape modeling, respectively. Section V presents exper-

imental results, and conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK AND OUR APPROACH

A. Movable part model for a mobile manipulator

Many types of “mobile manipulator” robots have been

presented, and some of them have attempted to handle

movable parts with articulated structure existing in home

environment. For example, Srinivasa et al. [13] developed

a mobile manipulator that performs useful manipulation in

a home. Their focus included opening a shelf door, which

was casing grasp constraints. Meeussen et al. [6] performed

door opening and closing using the PR2 robot. They inte-

grated various technological elements such as grasp point

recognition, arm planning, and footprint planning. Owing to

the benefits of a soft manipulator, the PR2 achieved robust

door manipulation. The abovementioned studies and many

other studies provide a model of movable parts for a robot,

however, the modeling burden was significant.

Several modeling methods have been proposed for objects

with movable parts. Sturm et al. [14] performed modeling of

an articulated door without markers on the door. This method

is based on front board detection and tracking as well as a

model of an articulated link. Yamazaki et al. [16] proposed

the instructed motion model intended for drawers and doors

with rotational, or translation axes. Observation data were

obtained while an operator manipulated a robot directly, to

model appearance, 3D shape, and a manipulation method.

The abovementioned studies targeted only front board of

a movable door. However, for some furniture and home



appliances, the inner side of the door is also important; e.g.,

the inner side of a refrigerator door shelving for food storage.

B. Our approach

We assume that input data for the proposed method is a se-

quence of depth images captured by a 3D range camera. The

camera captures a situation in which an operator manipulates

a movable part of a target object. From the data, 3D model

of the entire circumference shape and an articulated part

are reconstructed. Thus, to achieve effective modeling, we

only need to show how to manipulate the target object. The

procedure is simple compared to conventional approaches,

in which shapes and articulated parts are modeled manually.

This is the most significant advantage of the proposed

method; however, there are two major difficulties which can

be described as follows:

1) Distinctive features cannot be extracted.
Our target objects, i.e., furniture and home appliances,

often have textureless and shiny surfaces. If we aim

to reconstruct 3D geometrical shapes using time-series

sensor data, correspondence between two different sets

of sensor data is needed. If we target objects with rich

textures or characteristic shapes, we can use distinctive

feature description [5] [12]; however, this is difficult

for our case.

2) A model should be unified both of surfaces.
As mentioned above, we aim to create a model that in-

cludes the entire circumference shape; thus, determin-

ing correspondences between sensor data is important.

However, the appearance of a movable part in sensor

data can change drastically while it is manipulated (See

Fig. 1). One issue is determining how to find correct

registration of sensor data captured for various views

of a target object.

To overcome the abovementioned difficulties, we propose

a surface-based modeling method. 3D surfaces are extracted

from each sensor data, and their correspondences are inves-

tigated between two consecutive sensor data. Subsequently,

surfaces belonging to a movable part are extracted, and a

unified 3D shape is created; moreover, the position of an

articulated link is also estimated.

III. SURFACE EXTRACTION AND CORRESPONDENCE

A. Surface extraction

One approach to extract structural information from a 3D

point cloud is plane detection. One study has proposed that

modeling methods for daily environments must first assume

that objects are formed by planar segments [15]. However,

many daily objects have curved surfaces. To cope with such

curved objects, we apply a region growing algorithm to

detect locally independent regions.

In the algorithm, a starting point p0 is first selected. From

this point, neighbor points whose similarity is over than

predefined threshold are selected as homologous points. Our

similarity measure is calculated by means of angle difference

from neighbor normal vectors.

Fig. 2. Results of surface and contour detection

For this process, normal vectors should be calculated in

advance for all points. Therefore, the following procedure is

applied with an input image whose pixels have depth value

d. Let a pixel p be a pixel of focus. A normal vector with

respect to p is calculated from the 3D position of p and its

neighbors. After performing calculations for the positional

average and covariance matrix from the points, the direction

and length of three orthogonal axes are acquired by means of

eigenvalue decomposition. A normal vector is the axis whose

length is the shortest at the three axes. Thus, one pixel has

four variables, depth d, and normal vector n = (nx, ny, nz).
For region growing algorithm, pixels are connected if the

following rule is satisfied:

|d(i, j) − d(i + n, j + m)| < dthreshold,
cos−1(n(i, j) · n(i + n, j + m)) > θthreshold,

(1)

where (i, j) denotes a coordinate on the present depth image,

and (i + n, j + m) are the coordinates of its neighbors. (·)
indicates the calculation of inner product.

Region growing makes it possible to cope with curved

surfaces, which differs from previous study that applied

plane detection to represent a model [10]. Fig. 2 shows

an example of detected surfaces that were extracted from

an opened refrigerator. Each colored region indicates one

surface, and white pixels within a region’s boundary indicate

a part belonging to a contour.

B. Surface correspondence

Many of surfaces are extracted from one depth image

using region growing algorithm. To reconstruct the 3D

shape, the correspondence of surfaces extracted from two

consecutive images is required. To achieve this, criteria to

evaluate the similarity of surfaces are also required.

Shape context [1] is utilized to generate a feature de-

scription for each surface. This provides low dimensional

representation, a simple calculation process, and robustness

to noise, which are suitable characteristics for our surface

correspondence. The calculation procedure is as follows:

First, 3D points that construct one surface are used for

plane approximation by means of ellipsoidal approximation.

Subsequently, 3D points belonging to a contour are projected

onto the plane.

From these projected points, a frequency histogram is

created by using the shape context description. In other

words, voting plane is first prepared by radially dividing

cells from the center of a surface. Subsequently, the number



Fig. 3. Shape context

of contour points is counted at each cell (bin). The result

is aligned in a two-dimensional histogram whose axes are a

distance r from the center and angle θ of cell borders. In our

case, rmax, which is upper limit of r, depends on the size

of a focusing surface. Fig.3 shows this procedure.

Let si
t ∈ St = {s1

t , s
2
t ...s

n
t } be a list of surfaces

extracted from sensor data at time t. Surface correspondence

is performed at t + 1 to find a surface sj
t+1 similar to

si
t from another surface list St+1 = {s1

t+1, s
2
t+1...s

m
t+1}.

This is achieved by calculating the cosine similarity of two

histograms. In the comparison process, the following criteria

are used to filter out inadequate matching candidates in

advance: (i) the Euclidean distance between si
t and sj

t+1 is

not large, (ii) the size of rmax of si
t and sj

t+1 do not differ

significantly. These criteria contribute to increased robustness

and processing speed.

Because feature description by means of shape context

is not rotation invariant, the starting θ position must be

determined during histogram comparison. However, the de-

scription method has a structural difficulty; it produces dis-

cretization error when generating voting space. In addition,

fluctuating sensor data is also a problem because measure-

ment error is significant when using a Microsoft Kinect

sensor. Moreover, differences in the pose of the observed

object reduce repeatability of sensor data. To overcome this,

we apply a marginalization process to a target cell and its

neighbors in r − θ space, with the exception of a voting

space whose value is determined according to the distance

from the present r and θ.

IV. ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE SHAPE MODELING OF

MOVABLE PART

A. Target surface selection belonging to movable part

Owing to the surface correspondence process, time-series

relationships are represented as a set of sequence lists, which

line up relationships for each surface between two consec-

utive measurement times. This result should be translated

into another matrix representation that shows each surface

has been observed from time t = 0 to t = T . We refer to

Fig. 4. Surface correspondence transformation

this matrix as the “surface tracking matrix”. A list to which

surface information is registered is required. For one surface,

this list includes center coordinates, the point cloud, and the

results of ellipsoid approximation.

The next crucial issue for shape modeling is the extraction

of surfaces belonging to a movable part. The procedure is

described as follows. One surface is selected as reference

surface. Let Sref = {sref
st , sref

st+1, ...s
ref
et } be a reference

surface that is selected from surface tracking matrix. st and

et are the first and last time during sref existed. Sref can be

selected by determining the longest observed moving surface

in the surface tracking matrix. Subsequently, the surface

is evaluated by investigating its observed period, size, and

motion according to the following equation:

et − st > Ctime,
Farea(Sref ) > Carea,
Fmotion(Sref ) > Cmotion,

(2)

where Ctime, Carea, and Cmotion are predefined thresh-

olds. Farea is a function that calculates the area of the

approximated ellipsoid from the 3D points belonging to the

target surface. Fmotion is a function that calculates position

transition between detection time and the end of tracking

time. Each function processes time-series data as follows:

Farea =
1

et − st

et∑
t=st

Ast ,

Fmotion = max
i,j∈[st,et]

|xi − xj |,
(3)

where Ast
denotes the area of surface st, and xi denotes the

center position of a surface at time i. The former equation

ignores small surfaces; however, it does consider surfaces

that are temporarily small with a certain level of penalty.

B. Adjunctive surfaces selection

The set of reference surfaces Sref is used to evaluate

whether other surfaces have moved with Sref . Let Sc be

a set of surfaces to be evaluated, and td be the time when

both Sref and Sc existed.

A rotation matrix R and a translation vector T, which

show a coordinate transformation between sref
t and sref

td

(t < td), are calculated. A rotation matrix is defined for

each surface as the normalized three major axes of an

approximated ellipsoid; thus, R is calculated as the relative



rotation matrix between rotation matrices at time t and td.

The translation vector is the displacement between xref
t and

xref
td and is the center coordinates of the ellipsoid. R and T

are used to transform sc
t to sc′

td. If sc′
td is well superimposed

to sc
td, sc and sref are considered in the same group because

to a single body.

Measurement error introduces harmful effect; thus, judg-

ing whether a set of surfaces Sc and a set of surfaces Sref

belong to the same group may be difficult if we use only

a single sc
t value. Therefore, we employ multiple sampling

during time st to et. Sampling results are used to evaluate

a surface group sc
t , and the results are summed up. The

evaluation divides surfaces into three types: (i) movable part,

(ii) background, and (iii) others. An example of item (iii) is

a human arm that is manipulating the target furniture.

The basic equation is as follows:

{movable, background, others}c = f(sc
t , s

c
td, s

c′
td), (4)

where f(·) is a function to obtain a maximum value from

the evaluation items Cm, Cb, and Co.

Cm =
∑

t gm(sc
t , s

c
td, s

c′
td),

Cb =
∑

t gb(sc
t , s

c
td, s

c′
td),

Co =
∑

t go(sc
t , s

c
td, s

c′
td).

(5)

The following equation is used for movable part,

gm(sc
t , s

c
td, s

c′
td) = wm

distD
dist
c′−td/c−td + wm

angD
ang
c′−td/c−td,

(6)

where wm
dist and wm

ang are weight coefficients that are tai-

lored to movable parts. For function gb for a background

component, c′ − td/c− td in the above equation is changed

to c′ − td/c − t. go is a function to receive a value from

a function D when both gm and gb become 0, which is

expressed as follows:

D∗
a−p/b−q =

{
1 if h∗(sa

p, sb
q) < threshold

0 otherwise,
(7)

where ∗ is dist or ang. hdist(x, y) is a position similarity

function based on Euclidean distance, and hang(x, y) is a

normal vector similarity function based on the inverse of

cosine similarity.

C. The creation of entire circumference shape model

Surfaces considered as movable parts can be extracted

as a time-series data set using the methods discussed in

Sections IV-A and IV-B. Using these data, a shape model

that concatenates the surfaces into a single body is generated

according to the following procedure.

First, canonical time tb is defined, and a surface sref
tb to

be focused on is determined. Several sensor data at time

t are selected as key frames; they capture a movable part

from the front, back, and lateral sides. Pose transformation

between sref
t and sref

tb is calculated as Rt−tb and Tt−tb.

Subsequently, a group of surfaces Sc
t considered as portions

of a movable part are transformed by Rt−tb and Tt−tb. This

manipulation produces a group of surfaces Sm that exist

simultaneously (This concept is the same as sc′
td, which was

described in former section).

However, Sm may lack some surfaces belonging to the

movable part. For instance, the extraction of movable sur-

faces becomes unstable against a markedly uneven region;

thus, sufficient shape data may not be obtained after suc-

cessful 3D measurement. To overcome this problem, a rect-

angular box that includes all movable surfaces Sm is created.

If there are other surfaces in the rectangular box, they are

also considered a movable part.

The rectangular box is created by means of principle

component analysis (PCA). However, PCA using 3D point

coordinates may produce an inclined box from a desired pose

if the positions of the target surfaces are biased. To overcome

this, normal principle component analysis (NPCA) [8] is

applied. Normal components embedded in the point cloud

of target surfaces are used to obtain the main axis from the

following covariance matrix:

C =
N∑

i=0

nint
i, (8)

where N is the number of normal components used for

NPCA. Here n denotes a 3 × 1 normal vector, which is

calculated by the procedure explained in Section III-A. Each

surface of a rectangular box is defined as perpendicular

to the axis calculated by NPCA, and the size of the box

is determined from the maximum and minimum 3D point

coordinates belonging to the target surfaces.

Original time-series depth images are used to search inlier

3D points of the box. Subsequently, triangular meshes are

created by connecting neighboring points. Finally, a dense

3D shape model is obtained.

D. Estimation of articulated part: pivoted door

The time-series Sref is used to estimate an articulated

link. First, a list of coordinates X = {xst,xst+1, ...xet}
that describes the center of surfaces Sref from time st
to et is collected. Subsequently, difference vectors V =
{vst,vst+1, ...vet−1}, where vi = xi+1−xi, are calculated.

Then, planes that are perpendicular to vi and pass through

ai = xst+i + 0.5 ∗ vst+i are calculated. Finally, lines

L = {lst, lst+1, ...let−1} are obtained by calculating the

intersection of two planes extracted from the above planes.

A line l is selected, and then the distance from X is

calculated. If these distances are approximately equal, the

line is considered an approximation of the center axis of a

cylinder, i.e., rotational axis of the door.

V. MODELING EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental settings

A Microsoft Kinect 3D range camera was used to assess

the effectiveness of the proposed method. The size of the

depth image was 640 × 480 pixels.

A refrigerator and a drawer were selected as target objects.

The range camera was fixed in front of these target objects,

and an operator opened their movable parts. For the drawer

case, the range camera was moved around it after the opening

operation. Then, a model was generated from a set of depth

images.



Fig. 5. Contour detection and tracking

B. Region growing

The region growing algorithm described in section III-A

was applied to an input image. First, normal information

was calculated. A depth value d(i, j) and its two neighbors

d(i+n, j) and d(i, j+m) were used to create a triangle patch.

The normal vector of the triangle patch was assigned to the

(i, j) pixel. In this experiment, we set n = m = 4. After

each normal calculation, smoothing process was added using

neighbor normal vectors near n ≤ 4 and m ≤ 4. The “normal

calculation” shown in Fig. 5 represents a single result. The

region growing algorithm was then applied using this result.

The “surface extraction” in Fig. 5 shows an example. Region

growing enabled us to obtain fairly correct regions despite

having to cope with curved surfaces such as the refrigerator

door. It is difficult to use plane detection method.

We used a computer with a 2.67 GHz, 4 core CPU,

and the abovementioned process required about 100 to

110[ms/frame] to generate surfaces.

C. Surface correspondence

The pair of images shown in Fig. 5 is the result of surface

correspondence. The blue point shows the center of each

surface, and the blue line shows the surface correspondence

between two consecutive frames. This process, including

descriptor calculation, required 20 – 40 [ms] depending

on the number of surfaces that required correspondence

calculation.

We used 12 image streams that captured the refrigera-

tor from different viewpoints, and the average number of

correspondences per pair was 24.3. For the surface corre-

spondence, although there were nearly no false positives, the

correspondence sequence was sometimes broken when the

region growing algorithm originally divided one surface into

two surfaces. This tended to occur when the angle between

the optical axis and a surface became large. An angle of

more than 60 [deg] causes a lack of measurement data with

the case of Kinect sensor.

D. Modeling results: refrigerator door

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the results of the refrigerator

door modeling. To make surface correspondence, 98 frames

were used, and surfaces belonging to movable part were

selected according to the methods discussed in section IV-

A. Examples of refrigerator surfaces are shown in Fig. 6, in

which 17 surfaces were regarded as movable parts.

Fig. 6. 3D model of the refrigerator door

Fig. 7. Estimated rotation axis

Depth images selected with 10 frames were considered

key frames, and the 3D points composing these surfaces

were used to generate a rectangular box. Then, other 3D

points included in the box were added. In each key frame,

2D Delaunay triangulation was performed against pixels

belonging to the surfaces of movable parts, and the 3D

coordinates of vertices were reconstructed. Fig. 6 shows an

example. Note that the middle part of the front side of the

door could not be measured because it was occluded by

an operator arm. However, from the 3D mesh interpolation,

we obtained a surface model. This modeling process took

approximately 1.0 s.

Fig. 7 shows rotation axis of the door. Red line shows the

estimated position of the axis.

E. Modeling results: drawer

First, the surface-based modeling described in sections

III, IV-A, and IV-B was performed using depth images that



Fig. 8. Multi-view measurement after opening a drawer.

Fig. 9. Convex hull generated from drawer surfaces

captured a drawer opened by an operator. In this phase, a 3D

range camera was fixed. The 3D points belonging to surfaces

extracted as movable parts were used to generate a convex

hull (Fig. 9). The red rectangles in Fig. 9 indicate surfaces

selected as movable parts. There were used to generate the

convex hull shown in the Fig. 9. The 3D points in the convex

hull were considered as belonging to the movable part.

To cope with drawer type furniture, we applied additional

multi-view observation. A point-to-point registration method

was performed using these depth images. Iterative Closest

Point (ICP) algorithm [2] was applied. was applied to 56

depth images to produce the final model, which is shown in

Fig. 10.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a method of 3D shape

modeling. Our main targets were furniture and home ap-

pliances which often have articulated structure. We aimed

to achieve automatic geometric modeling whose primary

role is 3D reconstruction of entire circumference shape of

movable part along an articulated link. We have proposed

a surface-based modeling method in which 3D surfaces are

extracted from sets of sensor data, and their correspondences

are investigated between two consecutive sets of data. Then,

surfaces belonging to a movable part are extracted and a

unified 3D shape is created. The position of an articulated

link was also estimated.

In future, we plan to implement the proposed method as

an application in a previously proposed home assistant robot

[3].

Fig. 10. Drawer shpae model
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